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Abstract—This paper presents two efficient broadcasting algorithms based on 1-hop neighbor information. In the first part of the

paper, we consider sender-based broadcasting algorithms, specifically the algorithm proposed by Liu et al. In their paper,

Liu et al. proposed a sender-based broadcasting algorithm that can achieve local optimality by selecting the minimum number of

forwarding nodes in the lowest computational time complexity Oðn lognÞ, where n is the number of neighbors. We show that this

optimality only holds for a subclass of sender-based algorithms. We propose an efficient sender-based broadcasting algorithm based

on 1-hop neighbor information that reduces the time complexity of computing forwarding nodes to OðnÞ. In Liu et al.’s algorithm,

n nodes are selected to forward the message in the worst case, whereas in our proposed algorithm, the number of forwarding nodes in

the worst case is 11. In the second part of the paper, we propose a simple and highly efficient receiver-based broadcasting algorithm.

When nodes are uniformly distributed, we prove that the probability of two neighbor nodes broadcasting the same message

exponentially decreases when the distance between them decreases or when the node density increases. Using simulation, we

confirm these results and show that the number of broadcasts in our proposed receiver-based broadcasting algorithm can be even less

than one of the best known approximations for the minimum number of required broadcasts.

Index Terms—Wireless ad hoc networks, flooding, broadcasting, localized algorithms.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

BROADCASTING is a fundamental communication operation
in which one node sends a message to all other nodes in

the network. Broadcasting is widely used as a basic
mechanism in many ad hoc network protocols. For
example, ad hoc on-demand routing protocols such as
AODV [1] and DSR [2] typically use broadcasting in their
route discovery phase. Broadcasting is also used for
topology updates, for network maintenance, or simply for
sending a control or warning message. The simplest
broadcasting algorithm is flooding, in which every node
broadcasts the message when it receives it for the first time.
Using flooding, each node receives the message from all its
neighbors in a collision-free network. Therefore, the broad-
cast redundancy significantly increases as the average
number of neighbors increases. High broadcast redundancy
can result in high power and bandwidth consumption in
the network. Moreover, it increases packet collisions, which
can lead to additional transmissions. This can cause severe
network congestion or significant performance degradation,
a phenomenon called the broadcast storm problem [3].
Consequently, it is crucial to design efficient broadcasting
algorithms to reduce the number of required transmissions
in the network.

A set of nodes is called a Dominating Set (DS) if any node
in the network either belongs to the set or is a 1-hop

neighbor of a node in the set. The set of broadcasting nodes
forms a Connected DS (CDS). Therefore, the minimum
number of required broadcasts is not less than the size of
the minimum CDS. Unfortunately, finding the minimum
CDS is NP-hard, even for the unit disk graphs [4], [5].
However, there are some distributed algorithms that can
find a CDS whose size is smaller than a constant factor of
the size of the minimum CDS [6], [7]. These algorithms can
be employed to find a small-sized CDS that can be used as a
virtual backbone for broadcasting in ad hoc networks.
However, this approach is not efficient in networks with
frequent topology changes, as maintaining a CDS is often
costly [8].

The main objective of efficient broadcasting algorithms is
to reduce the number of broadcasts while keeping the
bandwidth and computational overhead as low as possible.
One approach to classify broadcasting algorithms is based
on the neighbor information they use. Some broadcasting
algorithms such as flooding and probabilistic broadcasting
algorithms [9], [10] do not rely on neighborhood knowl-
edge. These algorithms cannot typically guarantee full
delivery and/or effectively reduce the number of broad-
casts. Moreover, to decide whether or not to broadcast, they
may use a threshold (such as probability of broadcast),
which may not be easy to find for different network
situations. In the second category, broadcasting algorithms
require having 2-hop or more neighbor information. The
broadcasting algorithms in this category can reduce the
number of broadcasts in the network and guarantee full
delivery [11], [12], [13]. However, they may induce high
overhead in highly dynamic networks as they need to
maintain 2-hop network connectivity.

In this paper, we propose two broadcasting algorithms
based on 1-hop neighbor information. The first proposed
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algorithm is a sender-based algorithm. In sender-based
algorithms, the broadcasting nodes select a subset of their
neighbors to forward the message. We compare our
proposed broadcasting algorithm to one of the best
sender-based broadcasting algorithms that use 1-hop
information [8]. In [8], Liu et al. propose a broadcasting
algorithm that reduces the number of broadcasts and
achieves local optimality by selecting the minimum number
of forwarding nodes with minimum time complexity
Oðn lognÞ, where n is the number of neighbors. We show
that this optimality only holds for a subclass of sender-
based broadcasting algorithms employing 1-hop informa-
tion and prove that our proposed sender-based algorithm
can achieve full delivery with time complexity OðnÞ.
Moreover, Liu et al.’s algorithm selects n forwarding nodes
in the worst case, while our proposed algorithm selects
11 nodes in the worst case. Based on our simulation results,
our sender-based algorithm results in fewer broadcasts than
does Liu et al.’s algorithm. All these interesting properties
are achieved at the cost of a slight increase in end-to-end
delay. Thus, our first proposed algorithm is preferred to
Liu et al.’s algorithm when the value of n is typically large,
and it is important to bound the packet size.

We also propose a receiver-based broadcasting algorithm
in this paper. In receiver-based algorithms, the receiver
decides whether or not to broadcast the message. The
proposed receiver-based algorithm is a novel broadcasting
algorithm that can significantly reduce the number of
broadcasts in the network. We show that using our
proposed receiver-based algorithm, two close neighbors
are not likely to broadcast the same message. In other
words, we prove that the probability of broadcast for a node
NA exponentially decreases when the distance between NA

and its broadcasting neighbor decreases or when the
density of nodes increases. Based on our experimental
results, the number of broadcasts using our receiver-based
algorithm is less than one of the best known approxima-
tions for the minimum number of required broadcasts.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we describe the system model and network assumptions. In
Section 3, we discuss our proposed sender-based broad-
casting algorithm and its characteristics. We propose a
simple and highly efficient receiver-based broadcasting
algorithm in Section 4 and prove an interesting property of
the algorithm. We also relax some system model assump-
tion in this section. In Section 5, we verify the theoretical
results using simulation and compare the number of
forwarding nodes of our proposed broadcasting algorithms
with that of one of the best existing broadcasting algorithms
and an approximated lower bound of the optimal solution.
Finally, we provide conclusions in Section 6.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

Our systemmodel is very similar to that used by Liu et al. [8].
We assume that all nodes are located in a 2D plane and have
a transmission range of R. Therefore, the topology of the
network can be represented by a unit disk graph.We assume
that the network is connected. Two nodes are considered
neighbors if they are in the transmission range of each other.
We suppose that each node knows its location via a

localization technique such as Global Positioning System
(GPS) or the lightweight techniques summarized in [14].
Each node periodically broadcasts a very short Hello
message, which includes its ID and position. Thus, each
node gets the position of its neighbors aswell. In themedium
access control (MAC) layer, we assume that scheduling is
done according to the p-persistent CSMA/CA protocol,
which is based on IEEE 802.11 in the broadcast mode. In
the p-persistent CSMA/CA protocol, when a node has a
message to transmit, it initiates a defer timer by a random
number and starts listening to the channel. If the channel is
busy, it continues to listen until the channel becomes idle.
When the channel is idle, it starts decrementing the defer
timer at the end of each time unit. The message is broadcast
when the timer expires.

3 AN EFFICIENT SENDER-BASED BROADCASTING

ALGORITHM

3.1 Algorithm Structure

Our first proposed broadcasting algorithm is a sender-
based algorithm, i.e., each sender selects a subset of nodes
to forward the message. Each message can be identified by
its source ID and a sequence number incremented for each
message at the source node. Algorithm 1 is a general
sender-based broadcasting algorithm and indicates the
structure of our proposed sender-based broadcasting
algorithm. Upon expiration of the timer, the algorithm
requests the MAC layer to schedule a broadcast. The
message scheduled in the MAC layer is buffered and then
broadcast with a probability p. This adds another delay (i.e.,
the MAC-layer delay) in broadcasting the message. The
MAC-layer delay in IEEE 802.11 is a function of several
factors including the network traffic. Note that there is a
chance that a node changes its decision (regarding the
selected nodes or regarding whether to broadcast) during
the MAC-layer delay due to receiving other copies of the
message. This chance is not negligible when the delay in the
MAC layer is comparable to the average value of the timer
set in the broadcasting algorithm. As stated in [15], one
solution to this problem is a cross-layer design in which the
network layer is given the ability to modify or remove
packets that are present in the MAC-layer queue. This
solution allows the broadcasting algorithms to perform
close to their ideal performance even for very small average
timer values [15]. In the entire paper, we assume that either
the MAC-layer delay is negligible compared to the average
delay set by the algorithm or the network layer (hence, the
algorithm) is able to modify or remove packets buffered in
the MAC-layer queue (in this case, the algorithm does not
require to set a defer timer).

The sender-based broadcasting algorithms can be di-
vided into two subclasses. In the first subclass, each node
decides whether or not to broadcast solely based on the first
received message and drops the rest of the same messages
that it receives later. Liu et al.’s algorithm falls in this
subclass and achieves local optimality by selecting the
minimum number of forwarding nodes in the lowest
computational time complexity.
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In the second subclass of sender-based broadcasting
algorithms, each node can decide whether or not to
broadcast after each message reception. However, if a node
broadcasts a message, it will drop the rest of the same
messages that it receives in the future. Therefore, each
message is broadcast once at most by a node using the
broadcasting algorithms in both subclasses. Our first
proposed broadcasting algorithm falls in this subclass of
sender-based broadcasting algorithms. We show that the
proposed algorithm can reduce both the computational
complexity of selecting the forwarding nodes and the
maximum number of selected nodes in the worst case.

Algorithm 1 shows the basic structure of our proposed
sender-based broadcasting algorithm. As shown in
Algorithm 1, each node schedules a broadcast for a
received message if the node is selected by the sender
and if it has not scheduled the same message before.
Clearly, each message is broadcast once at most by a
node, which is similar to Liu et al.’s algorithm. However,
in Liu et al.’s algorithm, each node may only schedule a
broadcast when it receives a message for the first time.
In contrast, in Algorithm 1, a broadcast schedule can be
set at any time. For example, a message can be dropped
after the first reception but scheduled for broadcast
the second time. Clearly, the main design issue in
Algorithm 1 is how to select the forwarding nodes.

Algorithm 1. A general sender-based algorithm
1: Extract information from the received message M

2: if M has been scheduled for broadcast or does not

contain node’s ID then

3: drop the message

4: else

5: set a defer timer

6: end if

7: When defer timer expires
8: Select a subset of neighbors to forward the message

9: Attach the list of forwarding node to the message

10: Schedule a broadcast

3.2 Forwarding-Node Selection Algorithm

Let us consider point A as the node NA and a circle CA;R
centered at A with a radius R as the transmission range

of NA. We use AB to denote the distance between two
points A and B. Before delving into the algorithm
description and proofs, we need to define the following
terms:

Definition 1 (bulged slice). As illustrated in Fig. 1, we define a
bulged slice around A as the intersection area of three circles
with radius R and centers A, M, and N , where AM ¼ R,
AN ¼ R, and MN ¼ R. Note that in any bulged slice AMN ,
we have ffMAN ¼ �

3
.

Definition 2 (right/left bulged slice). As shown in Fig. 2, let
A and B be two points such that 0 < AB � R and AMN be a
bulged slice around A. Suppose that the point B is on one of
the arcs AM

_
or AN

_
of the bulged slice AMN . In this case,

AMN is called the right bulged slice of B around A if it
contains the �

3
clockwise rotation of point B around A and is

called its left bulged slice around A otherwise.

Definition 3 (bulged angle). Let B1 and B2 be two bulged
slices around A. The bulged angle ffAðB1;B2Þ is defined to be
equal to 0 � � < 2� if B2 is an � counterclockwise rotation of
B1 around A.

Definition 4 (B-coverage set). A subset of neighbors of NA is
called a B-coverage set of NA if any nonempty bulged slice
around A contains at least one node from the set. A bulged
slice is empty if there is no node inside it.

Definition 5 (slice-based selection algorithm). Aforwarding-
node selection algorithm is called a slice-based selection
algorithm (or slice-based algorithm) if for any node NA, it
selects a B-coverage set of it.

A node can have several different B-coverage sets. There-
fore, there is more than one slice-based selection algorithm.
For example, a trivial slice-based selection algorithm would
be one that selects all of the neighbors as the B-coverage set.
Clearly, this algorithm will result in flooding if it is used as
the forwarding-node selection scheme in Algorithm 1. In
this section, we first show that Algorithm 1 can achieve full
delivery if it uses any slice-based algorithm to select the
forwarding nodes. We then present an efficient slice-based
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algorithm that selects 11 nodes in the worst case and has

computational complexity OðnÞ, where n is the number of

neighbors.

Lemma 1. For any two points P1 and P2 inside a bulged slice,

we have

P1P2 � R:

Proof. As shown in Fig. 3, the line passing through P1 and

P2 intersects the bulged slice AMN at P 01 and P 02. Clearly,

P1P2 � P 01P
0
2. Therefore, to prove the lemma, it is

sufficient to show that P 01P
0
2 � R. This is easy to show

if both P 01 and P 02 are on the same arc of the bulged slice.

Thus, without loss of generality, we can assume that P 01
and P 02 are on the arcs AM

_
and AN

_
, respectively. Let us

consider the perpendicular bisector of the line segment

P 01M (line L). Line L passes through N because

NM ¼ NP 01 ¼ R. Since the point P 02 is on the arc AN
_

,

the line segment MP 02 will cross the line L at a point Q.

Using triangle inequality, we have

P 01P
0
2 � QP 02 þQP 01

� �

¼ QP 02 þQM
� �

¼ P 02M ¼ R:

Note that Q is on the line L; hence, QP 01 ¼ QM. tu

Consider two points A and B such that R < AB � 2R. As

shown in Fig. 4, the line segment AB intersects the circle

CA;R at point Q. Let AQM and AQN be the left and right

bulged slices of Q around A, respectively. The following

lemmas hold:

Lemma 2. A point P is inside the bulged slice AQM or AQN if

AP � R and BP � R.

Proof. It is easy to show that for any triangle 4ABC,

AM � AB or AM � AC, where M is a point on the line

segment BC. Consequently, in the triangle 4PAB

(shown in Fig. 4), we have

PQ � AP � R or PQ � BP � R:

Therefore, PQ � R. Thus, based on the bulged slice

definition, the point P is inside the bulged slice AQM

or AQN . tu

Lemma 3. For any point P 6¼ A inside the bulged slice AQM or
AQN , we have

BP < BA:

Proof. Using triangle inequality, we get

BP � BQþQP � BQþR ¼ BA:

Note that this equality holds only when BP ¼ BQþQP

and QP ¼ R or simply when P ¼ A. tu

Theorem 1. In a collision-free network, Algorithm 1 can achieve
full delivery if it uses a slice-based selection algorithm to select
the forwarding nodes.

Proof. Using Algorithm 1, each node broadcasts the
message at most once. Therefore, broadcasting will
eventually terminate. By contradiction, suppose there is
at least one node that has not received the message after
the broadcasting termination. Let us consider the
following set:

� ¼fðNX; NY ; NZÞjNX has broadcast the message;

NZ has not received the message; and

NY is the neighbor of both NX and NZg:

Suppose NS is the node that initiated broadcasting, and
NT is a node that has not received the message. The
network is connected; thus, there is a path betweenNS and
NT . Clearly, we can find two neighbor nodes NC and NB

along the path from NT to NS such that NC has not
received the message, while NB has received it. Suppose
thatNB has received themessage fromNA. Consequently,
ðNA; NB; NCÞ 2 �; thus, � 6¼ ;. As a result, we have

9ðNA0 ; NB0 ; NC0Þ2� s:t:8ðNX; NY ; NZÞ2�:A0C0�XZ: ð1Þ

Obviously, NA0 and NC0 are not neighbors, because NC0

has not received the message. Thus, A0C0 > R. Using
Lemma 2, B0 is inside the bulged slice A0P1P2 or A

0P1P3,
where P1 is the intersection of line segment A0C0 and the
circle CA0;R, and A0P1P2 and A0P1P3 are the left and the
right bulged slices of P1 around A0, respectively. Without
loss of generality, assume that B0 is inside the bulged
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slice A0P1P2. Since NA0 has at least one neighbor (i.e., NB0 )
in this slice, there must be a selected node ND in the slice
that has forwarded the message. Using Lemma 1, we get
B0D � R; hence, nodes ND and NB0 are neighbors.
Therefore, ðND; NB0 ; NC0Þ 2 �. However, this contradicts
(1) because using Lemma 3, we have

DC0 < A0C0:

tu

Algorithm 2 shows our proposed slice-based selection
algorithm. Suppose that node NA uses the proposed
algorithm to select the forwarding nodes from its neighbors.
Let us assume that NA stores all of its neighbors’ IDs and
locations in an array of length n, where n is the number of
neighbors. The algorithm selects the first node NS1

randomly from the array. The first node can also be selected
deterministically by, for example, selecting the node that is
the farthest away from NA. Let LBAðP Þ and RBAðP Þ denote
the left bulged slice and right bulged slice of P around A,
respectively. Suppose that NSi

is the last node selected by
the algorithm. To select the next node, the algorithm iterates
through the array and selects the node NSiþ1 such that it is
inside the slice LBAðSiÞ, ffAðLBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ1ÞÞ 6¼ 0, and

8NB inside LBAðSiÞ :

ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðBÞð Þ � ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ1Þð Þ:
ð2Þ

If there is no such node, the algorithm selects NSiþ1
such that

8NB inside CA;R :

ffA LBAðSiÞ;RBAðSiþ1Þð Þ � ffA LBAðSiÞ;RBAðBÞð Þ:
ð3Þ

The algorithm terminates by selecting the last node NSm
if

NSm
is inside LBAðS1Þ or NS1

is inside LBAðSmÞ or
Smþ1 ¼ S1.

Algorithm 2 A slice-based selection algorithm

Input: ListA½1 . . .n�: List of all neighbors of NA

Output: A B-coverage set of NA : fNSi
g

1: ind 1; i 0

2: repeat

3: ang max 0; ang min 2�

4: i iþ 1

5: NSi
 ListA½ind�

6: chk false

7: for j ¼ 1; j � lengthðListAÞ; j++ do

8: if ListA½j� is in LBAðSiÞ then
9: if ffAðLBAðSiÞ;LBAðListA½j�ÞÞ > ang max

then

10: chk true

11: ind max j

12: ang max ffAðLBAðSiÞ;LBAðListA½j�ÞÞ
13: end if

14: else

15: if ffAðLBAðSiÞ;RBAðListA½j�ÞÞ < ang min

then

16: ind min j

17: ang min ffAðLBAðSiÞ;RBAðListA½j�ÞÞ
18: end if

19: end if

20: end for

21: if chk then

22: ind ind max

23: else

24: ind ind min

25: end if

26: until S1 is in LBAðListA½ind�Þ OR ListA½ind� is in

LBAðS1Þ
27: if ind 6¼ 1 then

28: NSiþ1
 ListA½ind�

29: end if

Lemma 4. Suppose the proposed algorithm selects m nodes
fNS1

; NS2
; . . . ; NSm

g. For any 1 � i < m� 2, we have

ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ2Þð Þ >
�

3
:

Proof. Based on (2), (3), and the algorithm termination
condition, we can show that

ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ2Þð Þ > ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ1Þð Þ

for any 1 � i < m� 2. By contradiction, assume that

ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ2Þð Þ �
�

3
:

Therefore, Siþ2 is inside LBAðSiÞ. Thus, using (2), we
have

ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ2Þð Þ � ffA LBAðSiÞ;LBAðSiþ1Þð Þ;

which is a contradiction. tu

Theorem 2. The proposed slice-based selection algorithm will
select at most 11 nodes.

Proof. By contradiction, assume that the algorithm selects
more than 11 nodes. Therefore, S11 is not in LBAðS1Þ.
Using Lemma 4, we get

ffA LBAðS1Þ;LBAðS11Þð Þ

¼
X

5

i¼1

ffA LBAðS2i�1Þ;LBAðS2iþ1Þð Þð Þ > 5�
�

3
:

There fore , ffAðLBAðS11Þ;LBAðS1ÞÞ < ð2�� 5� �
3
Þ ¼ �

3
.

Consequently, S1 is inside LBAðS11Þ; thus, the proposed
slice-based algorithm will terminate after selecting S11.tu

The above theorem gives an upper bound on the number of
nodes selected by the proposed selection algorithm. In
Section 5, using simulation, we show that the average
number of selected nodes (when the nodes are distributed
uniformly) is less than six.

Theorem 3. Time complexity of the proposed slice-based selection
algorithm is OðnÞ, where n is the number of neighbors.

Proof. The algorithm selects the first node in Oð1Þ. To select
each of the other nodes, the algorithm performs OðnÞ
operations by checking all the neighbors in the array.
Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm is Oðm� nÞ,
where m is the number of selected nodes. Using
Theorem 2, we have m � 11; thus, the time complexity
of algorithm is OðnÞ. tu
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3.3 Reducing the Number of Forwarding Nodes

In the sender-based broadcasting algorithms, each broad-
casting node attaches a list of its selected forwarding nodes
to the message before broadcasting it. This procedure will
increase the bandwidth and power required to broadcast
the message. As shown earlier, our proposed slice-based
selection algorithm reduces the number of selected for-
warding nodes to 11 in the worst case. In this section, we
show how to further reduce the number of selected nodes.

Recall that the proposed slice-based algorithm selects a
subset of NA’s neighbors such that there is at least one
selected node in any nonempty bulged slice around A.
Suppose NA extracts the list of the forwarding nodes from
each message it receives. Let LA be a subset of NA’s
neighbors that has broadcast the message or been selected
by other nodes to forward it. Since all of the selected
forwarding nodes are required to broadcast the message, it
is sufficient for NA to find a subset of its neighbors SA such
that any nonempty bulged slice around A contains at least
one node from SA [ LA. Algorithm 2 can be simply
extended to achieve this in OðnÞ. Note that the extended
algorithm can start with a node from LA and select any
node in LA as soon as it appears in the left bulged slice of
the previously selected node. Finally, the extended algo-
rithm removes all of the nodes in LA from the set of
selected nodes.

3.4 Maximizing the Minimum Node Weight of
B-Coverage Set

Suppose node NA assigns a weight to each of its neighbors.
The weight can represent the neighbor’s battery lifetime, its
distance to NA, the average delay of the node, the level of
trust, or a combination of them. In some scenarios, we may
desire to find a B-coverage set such that its minimum node
weight is the maximum or its maximum node weight is the
minimum among that of all B-coverage sets. For example,
assume that the weight of each node represents its battery
lifetime in a wireless network. It may be desirable to select
the nodes with a higher battery lifetime to forward the
message in order to keep the nodes with a lower battery
lifetime alive. Algorithm 3 shows how to find a B-coverage
set such that its minimum node weight is the maximum
among that of all B-coverage sets. A similar approach can be
used to find a B-coverage set such that its maximum node
weight is the minimum.

Algorithm 3. Maximizing the minimum node weight

Input: ListA½1 . . .n�: List of all neighbors of NA

Output: A B-coverage set of NA with highest minimum

node weight

1: SListA  sortðListAÞ {Sort the neighbor nodes by

their weights} fSList½i� � SList½j� , i � jg
2: H  n; T  1;m bn

2
e

3: St Algorithm 2ðSList½1�Þ
4: if St is a B-coverage set for NA then

5: return SList[1]

6: end if

7: while H > T þ 1 do

8: St Algorithm 2ðSList½1 . . .m�Þ {Pass m nodes

with the highest weights to Algorithm 2 as the input}

9: if St is a B-coverage set for NA then

10: H  m

11: m dTþm
2
e

12: else

13: T  m

14: m dHþm
2
e

15: end if

16: end while

17: return ðAlgorithm 2ðSList½1 . . .H�ÞÞ

Algorithm 3 first sorts the nodes by their weights in

decreasing order. Then, in each step, it passes m nodes with

the highest weights to Algorithm 2 as input and gets a set of

(at most 11) nodes as output, where 1 � m � n is an integer

initially set to dn
2
e. If the output set is a B-coverage set,

Algorithm 3 sets H to m and decreases m to dTþm
2
e, where T

and H are variables initially set to 1 and n, respectively.

Otherwise, it sets T to m and increases m to dHþm
2
e. After a

finite number of steps, we get H ¼ T þ 1. Algorithm 3 then

returns the output of Algorithm 2ðSList½1 . . .H�Þ.

Corollary 1. Algorithm 3 will select at most 11 nodes.

Proof. The proof is clear, as Algorithm 3 returns an output
of Algorithm 2 (Line 17). tu

Theorem 4. The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is Oðn lognÞ.

Proof. Algorithm 3 requires Oðn lognÞ operations to sort the
list of neighbors ListA½1 . . .n�. The computational com-
plexity of Algorithm 2 is OðnÞ. Therefore, Algorithm 3
performs OðnÞ operations in each iteration of the while
loop. The while loop terminates after OðlognÞ iterations
because it uses a binary search approach to find the
minimum value of H. Consequently, the order of
Algorithm 3 is Oðn lognþ logn� nÞ. tu

Theorem 5. The minimum weight of nodes of the B-coverage
set selected by Algorithm 3 is the maximum among that of
all B-coverage sets.

Proof. Suppose that Stmin is a B-coverage set such that the
minimum weight of nodes in Stmin is greater than or
equal to that of other B-coverage sets. Let NX 2 Stmin be
the node with the minimum weight in Stmin. Assume
that NA has K neighbors with weights greater than or
equal to the weight of NX. Therefore, the output of
Algorithm 2ðSList½1 . . .K�Þ is a B-coverage set. Note that
Algorithm 3 finds the minimum H such that the output
of Algorithm 2ðSList½1 . . .H�Þ is a B-coverage set for NA.
Therefore, H � K, and thus, the minimum weight of
nodes of the B-coverage set selected by Algorithm 3 is
greater than or equal to the weight of NX . tu

3.5 Similarity with a Topology Control Algorithm

In [16] and [17], the authors proposed a cone-based
topology control algorithm, where each node makes local
decisions about its transmission power. The objective of the
algorithm is to minimize the transmission power of each
node without violating the network connectivity. In order to
do that, each node NA transmits with the minimum power
P� such that in every nonempty cone of degree � around
NA, there is some node that NA can reach with power P�. A
cone is nonempty if there is at least a node in the cone that
NA can reach using its maximum power. For � ¼ 2�

3
, they
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proved that the network remains connected if the cone-
based algorithm is employed.

Suppose that we use cones instead of bulged slices in the
proposed forwarding-node selection algorithm. Therefore,
the algorithm will select the forwarding node set such that
any nonempty cone of degree � around NA contains at least
one node from the forwarding node set. Surprisingly, this
algorithm will not guarantee full delivery. Fig. 5 shows a
counterexample for the case where � ¼ 2�

3
. Fig. 6 shows that

even for � ¼ �
3
, full delivery cannot be guaranteed. In both

Figs. 5 and 6, the node NA initiates broadcasting and selects
onlyNB andNC to forward the message. Suppose thatND is
close enough to the point M such that it is the only node
that can reach NE . In this case, NE will not receive the
message because ND is not selected by neither NB nor NC to
forward the message. Note that the cone-based and the
forwarding-node selection algorithms use different ap-
proaches. In the cone-based algorithm, a node NA increases
its power from zero until there is a node in each nonempty
cone around NA. However, in the forwarding-node selec-
tion algorithm, a node NA selects some nodes (the forward-
ing nodes) until there is a selected node in each nonempty
bulged slice around NA.

4 A HIGHLY EFFICIENT RECEIVER-BASED

BROADCASTING ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a novel receiver-based broad-
casting algorithm that can significantly reduce redundant
broadcasts in the network. As mentioned earlier, in
receiver-based broadcasting algorithms, the receiver of the
message decides whether or not to broadcast the message.
Therefore, a potential advantage of receiver-based broad-
casting algorithms over sender-based ones is that they do
not increase the size of the message by adding a list of
forwarding nodes.

4.1 Algorithm Structure

Algorithm 4 shows a general approach used in several
receiver-based broadcasting algorithms [13], [18]. Our
proposed receiver-based broadcasting algorithm employs

this approach. Clearly, the main design challenge of
Algorithm 4 is to determine whether or not to broadcast a
received message. A trivial algorithm is to refrain broad-
casting if and only if all the neighbors have received the
message during the defer period. Although this algorithm is
simple to implement, it has limited effect in reducing the
number of redundant broadcasts. Suppose NA’s defer time
expires at t0. Using the above strategy, node NA will
broadcast if some of its neighbors (at least one) have not
received the message by t0. However, this broadcast is
redundant if all such neighbors receive the message from
other nodes after time t0. This scenario typically occurs
when t0 is small compared to the maximum defer time. In
the next section, we introduce a responsibility-based
scheme (RBS) that further reduces the redundant broadcasts
without any changes in the MAC-layer defer-time design.

Algorithm 4. A general receiver-based algorithm
1: Extract information from the received message M

2: if M has been received before then

3: drop the message

4: else

5: set a defer timer

6: end if

7: When defer timer expires

8: decide whether or not to schedule a broadcast

4.2 Responsibility-Based Scheme

Algorithm 5 shows the proposed RBS. The main idea of
Algorithm 5 is that a node avoids broadcasting if it is not
responsible for any of its neighbors. A node NA is not
responsible for a neighbor NB if NB has received the
message or if there is another neighbor NC such that NC has
received the message and NB is closer to NC than it is to NA.
Suppose NA stores IDs of all its neighbors that have
broadcast the message during the defer period. When
executed by a node NA, Algorithm 5 first uses this
information to determine which neighbors have not
received the message (Lines 1-9 of Algorithm 5). It then
returns false if and only if it finds a neighbor NB that has not
received the message and

AB � BC
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for any NA’s neighbor NC that has received the message.

The output of RBS determines whether or not the broadcast

is redundant.

Algorithm 5. RBS

Input: ListA: List of all neighbors of NA, and ListB: List of

broadcasting neighbors

Output: true or false

1: ListC  ListA
2: for i ¼ 1; i � lengthðListCÞ; i++ do

3: for j ¼ 1; j � lengthðListBÞ; j++ do

4: if distðListC ½i�; ListB½j�Þ � R then

5: removeElementðListC ½i�; ListCÞ
6: break

7: end if

8: end for

9: end for

10: ListD  ListA � ListC
11: for i ¼ 1; i � lengthðListCÞ; i++ do

12: check true

13: for j ¼ 1; j � lengthðListDÞ; j++ do

14: if distðListC ½i�; ListD½j�Þ < distðListC ½i�; NAÞ
then

15: check false

16: break

17: end if

18: end for

19: if check then

20: return (false)

21: end if

22: end for

23: return (true)

Example 1. As shown in Fig. 7, NA has five neighbors.

Suppose that NA has received a message from NF . Note

that NA has the position of all its neighbors. Therefore, it

can find that NE and ND have received the message but

NB and NC have not. As shown in Fig. 7, NA is not

required to broadcast because

BE < BA and CD < CA:

Theorem 6. In a collision-free network, Algorithm 4 can achieve
full delivery if it uses the proposed RBS to determine whether
or not to broadcast.

Proof. Using Algorithm 5, each node broadcasts a message
at most once. Therefore, broadcasting will eventually
terminate. By contradiction, suppose there is at least one
node that has not received the message after the
broadcasting termination. Let us consider the set

� ¼fðNX; NY ÞjNX and NY are neighbors;

NX has received the message; and

NY has not received the messageg:

Suppose NS is the node that initiated broadcasting,
and NT is a node that has not received the message. The
network is connected; thus, there is a path between NS

and NT . Clearly, we can find two neighbor nodes NB and
NA along the path from NT to NS such that NB has not
received the message, while NA has. Consequently,
ðNA; NBÞ 2 �; thus, � 6¼ ;. As a result, we have

9ðNA0 ; NB0Þ 2 � s:t: 8ðNX; NY Þ 2 � : A0B0 � XY : ð4Þ

Clearly, NA0 has not broadcast since NB0 has not
received the message. Therefore, there must be a node

NC0 such that NC0 has received the message and C0B0 <

A0B0 � R. This result contradicts (4), since ðNC0 ; NB0Þ 2 �.tu

Theorem 7. The time complexity of the proposed RBS is Oðn2Þ,
where n is the number of neighbors.

Proof. Algorithm 5 consists of two parts. In the first part

(Lines 1-9), the algorithm generates a list of neighbors

that have not received the message ðListCÞ. Clearly, the
time complexity of this part is OðknÞ, where 1 < k � n is

the number of broadcasting neighbors. In the second

part, the algorithm checks whether there is a node NB

such that NB has not received the message and BA � BC

for any neighbor NC 2 ListD. The time complexity of this

part is OðlmÞ, where 0 � l � n is the number of neighbors

that have not received the message, and 1 � m � n is the

number of neighbors that have received it. Therefore, the

complexity of the algorithm is Oðlmþ knÞ. tu

4.3 A Property of the Proposed RBS

In the simulation section (Section 5), we show that the
proposed RBS can significantly reduce the number of
broadcasts in the network. In particular, our simulation
shows that using RBS, the average number of broadcasts is
less than one of the best known approximations for the
minimum number of required broadcasts. To justify this,
we prove a property of the proposed RBS.

Assume that nodes are placed randomly inside a square
area of size L� L using a homogeneous planar Poisson
distribution. Therefore, nodes are independently and
uniformly distributed in the area. Moreover, we have

Probðnumber of nodes in area � ¼ kÞ ¼
ð��Þke���

k!
;

where � is the density of nodes [19], [20]. Suppose node NB

receives the message from NA for the first time. For
simplicity, assume that circle CA;2R is completely inside
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the square area. Corollary 2 shows that the probability that

NB broadcasts the message exponentially decreases when

the distance AB decreases or when the node density �

increases. This result is further confirmed by simulation in

Section 5.

Example 2. Suppose R¼250 m, L¼1; 000 m, and �L2¼300

(i.e., there are about 300 nodes in the network). Let

PrbðBrdBÞ be the probability that NB broadcasts the

message after receiving it from NA. Using Theorem 8, we

get PrbðBrdBÞ � 1:26� 10�2, PrbðBrdBÞ � 1:4� 10�3,

and PrbðBrdBÞ � 10�4 when AB ¼ 100 m, AB ¼ 80 m,

and AB ¼ 60 m, respectively.

Let R1;R2; . . .Rk be k nonoverlapping regions inside the

network. Suppose that �R is the event

�R ¼ fThe region R contains at least one nodeg:

Since the nodes are placed by homogeneous planar Poisson

distribution, the events �Ri
are independent [20]. Conse-

quently, we have

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rk
ð Þ ¼ Prb �R1

ÞPrbð�R2
ð Þ . . .Prb �Rk

ð Þ: ð5Þ

Lemma 5 generalizes (5) to the case where the regions may
overlap each other.

Lemma 5. LetR1;R2; . . .Rk be k regions inside the network. We
have

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rk
ð Þ � Prb �R1

ÞPrbð�R2
ð Þ . . .Prb �Rk

ð Þ:

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of regions.

The lemma is true if the number of regions is one (i.e.,

k ¼ 1). Suppose that the inequality holds for k ¼ d

regions. We have

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
j��Rdþ1

� �

¼ Prb �R1�Rdþ1
; �R2�Rdþ1

; . . . ; �Rd�Rdþ1

� �

;
ð6Þ

where ��Ri
is the complement of �Ri

, and Ri �Rj is the

collection of all points inside Ri and outside Rj. Note that

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
j�R1�Rdþ1

; �R2�Rdþ1
; . . . ; �Rd�Rdþ1

� �

¼ 1:

Thus,

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
ð Þ

� Prb �R1�Rdþ1
; �R2�Rdþ1

; . . . ; �Rd�Rdþ1

� �

:
ð7Þ

It follows from (6) and (7) that

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
ð Þ � Prb �R1

; �R2
; . . . ; �Rd

j��Rdþ1

� �

: ð8Þ

We have

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
ð Þ

¼ Prb �Rdþ1

� �

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
j�Rdþ1

� �

þ Prb ��Rdþ1

� �

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
j��Rdþ1

� �

:

Therefore, using (8), we get

Prb �Rdþ1

� �

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
j�Rdþ1

� �

� 1� Prbð��Rdþ1
Þ

� �

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
ð Þ:

Thus, using an induction hypothesis, we get

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
; �Rdþ1

� �

� Prb �Rdþ1

� �

Prb �R1
; �R2

; . . . ; �Rd
ð Þ

� Prb �R1
ð ÞPrb �R2

ð Þ . . .Prb �Rd
ð ÞPrb �Rdþ1

� �

:

tu

Lemma 6. Let DA;R and DB;R be two disks with radius R and

centers A and B, respectively. Suppose AB � R. As shown in

Fig. 8, consider a point Q such that R < QA and QB � R.

Let D
Q;QB

be a disk with radius QB. We have

� IðDA;R;DB;R;DQ;QB
Þ

� �

�
�ðR�ABÞ2

3
;

where IðDA;R;DB;R;DQ;QB
Þ is the intersection of disks DA;R,

DB;R, and DQ;QB
, and �ðRÞ is the area of region R.

Proof. For any point P on the circle CA;R, we have

BP � AP �AB ¼ R�AB:

Therefore, as shown in Fig. 8, the disk D
B;ðR�ABÞ is inside

IðDA;R;DB;RÞ. Consequently, we have

� IðDA;R;DB;R;DQ;QB
Þ

� �

� � IðD
B;ðR�ABÞ;DQ;QB

Þ
� �

:

Since QA � R, using triangle inequality, we get

QB � QA�AB � R�AB:

Therefore, we have

ffQBC �
�

3
and ffQBD �

�

3
;

and hence, ffCBD � 2�
3
. Therefore,

� IðD
B;ðR�ABÞ;DQ;QB

Þ
� �

�
� D

B;ðR�ABÞ

� �

3

¼
�ðR�ABÞ2

3
:

tu
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Theorem 8. Suppose d � R is the distance between two nodes
NA and NB. We have

PrbðBrdÞ � 1� e���e
��

�ðR�dÞ2

3
;

where PrbðBrdÞ is the probability that NB broadcasts the
message after receiving it from NA, and

� ¼ �ðDB;RÞ �� IðDA;R;DB;RÞ
� �

is the area of the hatched crescent shown in Fig. 8.

Proof. Node NB is not required to broadcast if and only if

�� : 8NQ 2 � : 9NP inside IðDA;R;DB;R;DQ;QB
Þ;

where

� ¼ fNXjAX > R and BX � Rg:

Note that the nodes’ positions have a Poisson distribu-
tion. Therefore, using Lemma 6, we get

Prb 9NP inside IðDA;R;DB;R;DQ;QB
Þ

� �

¼ 1� e
��� IðDA;R;DB;R;DQ;QB

Þ

� �

� 1� e��
�ðR�dÞ2

3 :

ð9Þ

Thus,

PrbðBrdÞ ¼ 1� Prbð��Þ

¼ 1�
X

1

k¼0

Prob j�j ¼ kð ÞPrb ��j j�j ¼ kð Þð Þ;

where j�j is the cardinality of the set �. Therefore, using
(9) and Lemma 5, we get

PrbðBrdÞ � 1�
X

1

k¼0

ð��Þke���

k!
1� e��

�ðR�dÞ2

3

� �k

¼ 1� e���e
��

�ðR�dÞ2

3
;

where � is the area of the hatched crescent in Fig. 8
(collection of all points Q, QA > R, and QB � R):

� ¼�ðDB;RÞ �� IðDA;R;DB;RÞ
� �

¼R2 �� 2 arccos
d

2R

� �� �

þ d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

R2 �
d

2

� �2
s

:

tu

Corollary 2. Using Theorem 8, we get

PrbðBrdÞ � ��e��
�ðR�ABÞ2

3 :

Proof. Consider the function

fðxÞ ¼ xþ e�x � 1:

It is easy to show that fðxÞ has a global minimum at
x ¼ 0. Therefore, we have

1� e�x � x

for any real number x. As a result, we get

PrbðBrdÞ � 1� e���e
��

�ðR�dÞ2

3 � ��e��
�ðR�dÞ2

3 :

tu

It is also possible that nodeNB receives the message from

more than one neighbor in its defer period. In this case, the

number of NB’s neighbors that have received the message

increases, and the number of that have not received the

message decreases. Consequently, the probability that NB is

required to broadcast the message further decreases

compared to the case where NB receives the message from

only one neighbor. It is worth mentioning that RBS can

guarantee that the number of forwarding nodes is within a

constant factor of the optimal solution (minimum CDS) if it

is provided with 2-hop neighbor information [21].

4.4 Relaxing Some System Model Assumptions

We assumed in Section 2 that the nodes are placed in a 2D

plane. However, this assumption is not used in the proof of

Theorem 6. Therefore, the proposed receiver-based algo-

rithm can also achieve full delivery when the nodes are

distributed in a 3D space. Note that in this case, RBS uses

3D node positions.

We can also relax the assumption that all the nodes have

the same transmission range R. When the nodes’ transmis-

sion ranges are different, the topology graph should be

defined as a directed graph for which there is a link from

NA to NB if NB is in the transmission range of NA. Suppose

G is an undirected graph obtained by removing unidirec-

tional links of the topology graph. We assume that G is

connected and define two nodes as neighbors if there is a

link between them in G (i.e., they are in the transmission

range of each other). Note that many wireless MAC

protocols such as IEEE 802.11 require bidirectional links.

Let us assume that nodes put not only their ID and position

but also their transmission range into the hello messages

that they periodically broadcast. Therefore, the neighbors of

a node know both its position and transmission range. In

this case, nodes can use Algorithm 6 to decide whether or

not to broadcast.

Algorithm 6 is a modified version of RBS. When

executed by a node NA, Algorithm 6 uses the position and

transmission range of the broadcasting nodes to determine

which neighbors have not received the message. It then

returns false if and only if it finds a neighbor NB that has not

received the message and

AB � BC or BC > transmission range of NC

for any NA’s neighbor NC that has received the message.

Algorithm 6. Modified RBS

Input: ListA: List of all neighbors of NA, and ListB: List of

broadcasting neighbors

Output: true or false

1: ListC  ListA
2: for i ¼ 1; i � lengthðListCÞ; i++ do

3: for j ¼ 1; j � lengthðListBÞ; j++ do

4: if distðListC ½i�; ListB½j�Þ � RListB½j� then

5: {RListB½j�: Transmission range of node ListB½j�}
6: removeElementðListC ½i�; ListCÞ
7: break

8: end if
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9: end for

10: end for

11: ListD  ListA � ListC
12: for i ¼ 1; i � lengthðListCÞ; i++ do

13: check true

14: for j ¼ 1; j � lengthðListDÞ; j++ do

15: if distðListC ½i�; ListD½j�Þ < distðListC ½i�; NAÞ
then

16: if distðListC ½i�; ListD½j�Þ � RListD½j� then

17: check false

18: break

19: end if

20: end if

21: end for

22: if check then

23: return (false)

24: end if

25: end for

26: return (true)

Corollary 3. In a collision-free network, Algorithm 4 can achieve
full delivery if it uses the modified RBS to determine whether
or not to broadcast.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6. By
contradiction, suppose there is at least one node that has
not received the message after the broadcasting termina-
tion. Let us consider the set

� ¼
	

ðNX; NY ÞjNX and NY are neighbors;

NX has received the message; and

NY has not received the message



:

Suppose NS is the node that initiated broadcasting, and
NT is a node that has not received the message. There is a
path between NS and NT in G; thus, we can find two
neighbors NA and NB along the path from NS to NT such
that NA has received the message and NB has not
received it. Consequently, ðNA; NBÞ 2 �; thus, � 6¼ ;. As
a result, we have

9ðNA0 ; NB0Þ 2 � s:t: 8ðNX; NY Þ 2 � : A0B0 � XY : ð10Þ

Clearly, NA0 has not broadcast, since NB0 has not received

the message. Therefore, there must be a node NC0 such

that NC0 has received the message and

C0B0 < A0B0 and C0B0 � Transmission range of NC0 :

This result contradicts (10) because ðNC0 ; NB0Þ 2 �. tu

We can relax the assumption of having precise position

information as well. The reader is referred to [21] for

more details about broadcasting under uncertain position

information.

5 SIMULATION

5.1 Average Number of Nodes Selected by the
Proposed Sliced-Based Algorithm

In Section 3, we proved that the proposed forwarding-node

selection algorithm selects 11 nodes in the worst case. In

practice, the number of selected nodes is typically less than

11. To avoid the complexity of mathematical analysis, we

used a simulation to find the average number of selected

nodes. For a given number of neighbors 1 � n � 160, we

randomly put n points inside a circle with radiusR. We then

ran the proposed selection algorithm and obtained the

number of selected nodes. To get the average number of

selected nodes, we ran simulation 106 times for each given n.

As shown in Fig. 9, the average number of selected nodes is

less than six and approaches five when n increases. Note that

the proposed sliced-based selection algorithm does not

necessarily select a B-coverage with a minimum number of

nodes. However, there is a sliced-based selection algorithm

that can find a B-coverage with aminimum number of nodes

in Oðn lognÞ and can consequently reduce the average

number of selected nodes. It is worth mentioning that Fig. 9

shows the average number of selected nodes by the source

node (the node that initiates the broadcasting). For the rest of

broadcasting nodes, the average number of selected nodes is

at least one less than that for the source node because of the

optimization technique introduced in Section 3.

5.2 Probability of Broadcast Using the Proposed
RBS

Suppose that the proposed receiver-based algorithm is used

for broadcasting in the network. Assume that node NB

receives a message from NA for the first time. It has been

proven that the probability of NB broadcasting the message

ðPrbðBrdBÞÞ exponentially decreases when the distance AB

decreases or when the node density � increases. We used

simulation to confirm this theoretical result. For the

simulation, we considered two nodes NA and NB with

distance 0 < d � R from each other. We uniformly placed

nodes with density � inside the network and checked

whether or not NB was required to broadcast the message.

We ran simulation 106 times for a given � and R. We then

estimated PrbðBrdBÞ by the ratio of the number of times NB

was required to broadcast over the total number of runs.
Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13 show the simulation results for

several values of �, d, and R. As shown in these figures, the
probability of broadcast exponentially decreases when d

decreases orwhen � increases. For example, whenR ¼ 300 m
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and � ¼ 4� 10�4, the probability of broadcast is 0.1 for
d ¼ 250 m and reduces to 10�4 for d ¼ 200 m. This property
can justify why the proposed receiver-based algorithm can
significantly reduce the number of broadcasts in the net-
work. Fig. 14 illustrates an instance of using RBS for the case
where R ¼ 300 m, � ¼ 4� 10�4, and nodes are placed in a
square area of 1;000� 1;000 m2. As shown in Fig. 14, only
nine nodes (represented by stars) among 400 nodes broad-
cast the message.

5.3 Performance of Proposed Sender-Based and
Receiver-Based Algorithms

The main objective of efficient broadcasting algorithms is to
reduce the number of broadcasts. Therefore, we considered
the ratio of broadcasting nodes over the total number of
nodes as the metric to evaluate the performance of the
proposed broadcasting algorithms. Using the ns-2 simula-
tor, we evaluated this metric against two parameters:
transmission range and node density. In each simulation
run, we uniformly distributed N nodes in a 1;000�
1;000 m2 square area, where N ¼ � � ðnetwork areaÞ. A
randomly generated topology was discarded if it led to a
disconnected network. Only one broadcasting occurred in
each simulation run by a randomly selected node. Table 1
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Fig. 11. Probability of broadcast for R ¼ 400 m.

Fig. 12. Probability of broadcast for R ¼ 500 m.

Fig. 13. Probability of broadcast for R ¼ 600 m.

Fig. 14. Broadcasting nodes in a 1;000� 1;000 m2 square area with
400 nodes.

TABLE 1
Simulation Parameters

Fig. 10. Probability of broadcast for R ¼ 300 m.



summarizes some of the parameters used in ns-2. As
shown in the table, the total number of nodes N varies
within 25-1,000, and the transmission range varies within
50-300 m. As a result, the simulation covers very sparse and
very dense networks as well as the networks with large
diameters.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the average ratio of broadcasting
nodes for 100 separate runs. The performance of our
proposed algorithm is compared with the performance of
Liu et al.’s algorithm [8] and the Edge Forwarding
algorithm [22]. Using the Edge Forwarding algorithm, each
node divides its transmission coverage into six equal-size
sectors and decides whether or not to broadcast based on
the existence of forwarding nodes in some overlapped
areas. In [8], Liu et al. show that the number of redundant
broadcasts using their broadcasting algorithm is signifi-
cantly lower than that of previous notable broadcasting
algorithms [22], [23]. As proved earlier, our proposed
sender-based algorithm has lower computational complex-
ity and selects fewer forwarding nodes than Liu et al.’s
algorithm. The simulation results, shown in Figs. 15 and 16,
indicate two interesting facts. First, our proposed sender-
based algorithm does not require more broadcasts than

Liu et al.’s proposed broadcasting algorithm. Second, the
number of broadcasts using RBS is significantly lower than
the number associated with the other implemented algo-
rithms. In fact, as shown in Figs. 15 and 16, this number is
even less than one of the best-known approximations for
the minimum number of required broadcasts [6]. Note that
in RBS, the probability that two close nodes broadcast the
same message is very low. As a result, the number of
broadcasting nodes is statistically bounded in a finite region
(e.g., the transmission range of a node). However, using the
slice-based and Liu et al.’s algorithms, the chance that two
close nodes broadcast the same message is not negligible.
For example, using Liu et al.’s algorithm, a node NA selects
the smallest subset of its 1-hop neighbors with the
maximum coverage area, where the coverage area of a set
of nodes is the union of their transmission coverage. As
expected, most of the nodes around the transmission
boundary of NA will be selected by NA since they often
have contributions in the maximum coverage area of NA’s
1-hop neighbors. Therefore, it is likely for Liu et al.’s
algorithm to select two close nodes around the transmission
boundary of a node.

We repeated the simulation to consider a few more
scenarios. In the first scenario, we changed the node
distribution from a uniform to a 2D Gaussian distribution.
Both the center and the variance of the Gaussian distribu-
tion were randomly selected for each run. The variance was
selected from the range 200-400 to avoid a very dense
population of nodes around the center of the distribution.
As shown in Fig. 17, the number of broadcasting nodes
decreases for all the broadcasting algorithms when a
Gaussian distribution is used to distribute the nodes in
the region. The simulation results indicate that the RBS
algorithm still performs significantly better than other
broadcasting algorithms considered in this work.

In the second scenario, we used a uniform distribution
to distribute the nodes and evaluated the impact of
message-reception failure on the performance of broad-
casting algorithms. We considered two networks of 100 and
400 nodes. The probability of message-reception failure was
assumed to be equal and independent for each node in the
network. For both networks, the maximum transmission
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Fig. 15. Ratio of broadcasting nodes versus total number of nodes

(uniform distribution).

Fig. 16. Ratio of broadcasting nodes versus transmission range (uniform

distribution).

Fig. 17. Ratio of broadcasting nodes versus total number of nodes

(Gaussian distribution).



range was set to 250 m. Figs. 18 and 19 compare the
average delivery ratio of the broadcasting algorithms for
different probabilities of message-reception failure. As
shown in these figures, the Edge Forwarding algorithm is
the most robust broadcasting algorithm against message-
reception failure. This is because the impact of message loss
is less when the broadcast redundancy is high. Interest-
ingly, the robustness of the RBS algorithm significantly
improves as the node density increases. The simulation
results indicate that the slice-based algorithm is the least
robust broadcasting algorithm against message-reception
failure. This is mainly due to the fact that the slice-based
algorithm selects a small number of nodes (less than six on
the average) to forward the message. Therefore, when the
probability of message-reception failure is high, it is very
likely that most of the selected nodes fail to receive and
thus forward the message.

Finally, we simulated the broadcasting algorithms in a

mobile wireless setting. The nodes were initially distributed

using a uniform distribution. In the simulation, we used a

random walk mobility model and set the maximum velocity

to 10 m/s. We fixed the transmission range to 250 m and

varied the total number of nodes within 25-1,000. The

simulation results indicate that all the broadcasting algo-

rithms considered in this paper can achieve a high delivery

ratio (above 95 percent on the average) for N � 50, where N

is the total number of nodes in the network. This is mainly

because the implemented broadcasting algorithms make

broadcasting decisions “on the fly.” For N ¼ 25, the

implemented algorithms failed to achieve a high delivery

ratio because the network could easily get disconnected due

to the nodes’ mobility. Clearly, broadcasting algorithms

cannot achieve a high delivery ratio in such scenarios. It is

worth mentioning that for N � 50, the ratio of broadcasting

nodes is almost the same as the case where there is no

mobility (see Fig. 15).

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the first part of this paper, we proposed a forwarding-
node selection algorithm that selects at most 11 nodes in

OðnÞ, where n is the number of neighbors. This limited

number of nodes is an improvement over Liu et al.’s

algorithm, which selects n nodes in the worst case and has

time complexity Oðn lognÞ. Moreover, we showed that our

proposed forwarding-node selection algorithm results in

fewer broadcasts in the network. In the second part of the

paper, we proposed an efficient receiver-based algorithm

and showed why it significantly reduces the number of

forwarding nodes in the network. We also relaxed some

system model assumptions that are typically used in the

broadcasting algorithms. Interestingly, the 2-hop-based

version of our proposed receiver-based algorithm can

guarantee constant approximation to the optimal solution

(minimum CDS). As far as the authors know, this is the first

broadcasting algorithm that constructs a CDS “on the fly”

and can guarantee both full delivery and a constant

approximation ratio to the optimal solution. As part of

our future work, we will investigate the necessary condi-

tions to guarantee both full delivery and constant approx-

imation ratio to the minimum CDS.
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